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The existence in the community of various schools
and sects, flourishing and popular, each claiming to
present a complete system of medical practice, is a vex-
atious condition constantly confronting the medical pro-
fession. The regular profession feels that scientific
medicine, being grounded on rational and comprehensive
principles, while far from perfect, possesses an entirely
different status from that of the sects, and has unim-
peachable claims to acceptance. The point of view of
the scientific physician makes him unable to perceive any
rational basis for sectarian dogmas, and the credence
and support which they receive arouse his indignant
amazement and exasperation. It brings a shock to
our self-esteem when we discover that the public does
not accept us at our own valuation, but that in many
quarters exist misunderstanding, distrust and antagon-
ism against the medical profession. The experience of
the profession in connection with legislative proposi-
tions on medical matters has brought a keen and morti-
fying realization of the extent and fervor of the opposi¬tion to medicine.

When, however, we contemplate the zeal, enthusiasm
and faith of the devotees of the pseudoniedical sects;
M'lien we consider the large numbers of their adherents;
"ben we appreciate that their following comes from the
most reputable, most substantial and most intelligent
sections of the community—from the belter rather than
flie lower classes of society—then we should begin to
 ' ' ilize thai lliese popular beliefs arc not tbe product°f perversity or wickedness or ignorance, but result from
powerful causes deeply rooted in human nature. To
'iniore these causes, to deny whatever merit or justifica¬tion the sects may possess, is to meet tbe situation inef¬
fectively. In view of its manifest powerful hold on

miman nature we should look on medical sectarianism
as a psychologic phenomenon presenting a definite sci-
entific problem, and study its causes, nature and mani¬
festations in precisely the same dispassionate way as we

Would investigate any other pathologic condition.
PSYCHOLOGY OP MEDICAL BELIEFS

,
A consideration of the psychologic processes involved

" the formation of human beliefs, especially medical
reliefs, is essential to an adequate understanding of
'" ' lical sectarianism.

I'heoi-etically tbe formulation of beliefs is a function
°- i\w intellect nal side of the mind. With perfect
°P*3ration of the menial faculties truth would be elab-

orated wilh the unerring and unfeeling mechanical
accuracy of an adding or calculating machine. Thai
is the ¡deal method lo be aimed at in the attainment of
knowledge; beliefs so formed may be relied on as

embodying truth.
I n fortunately, however, the emotional side of the

mind is apt to interfere with the proper working of tbe
intellect, and disturbing influences arc brought into
action which pervert the judgment and lead to error in
the conclusions arrived at. There are a number of
powerful natural propensities inherent in human nature
which influence and dominate human activities, such as
the love of life, the sexual instinct, (he love of action,
the love of knowledge, the love of pleasure, and the
love of beauty. These propensities also influence belief,
those most potent in affecting the medical beliefs of
mankind being the love of life and the thirst for knowl¬
edge.

The love of life is one of the most fundamental
and powerful instincts of man and animals. "Self-
preservation is the first law of Nature;" as a race indif¬
ferent to existence might easily become extinct, the
instinct for self-preservation and the intense desire for
life constitute a biologic character of the highest potency
in the perpetuation and evolution of tbe race. This
somatic instinct—manifested as patbopbobia, the fear
of disease, the dread of pain, the horror of death—is
a primal element in human nature, constant and insis¬
tent in its action in normal persons and in its exag¬
geration one of the commonest manifestations of mental
disorder. All our thoughts and actions are influenced
by this instinct. Everything relating to disease and its
(real ment is of Ihe ill most interest to people in general,
and invested wilh mysterious fascination; and the dis¬
proportionate and excessive concern of man in his
Somalie well-being is apt to have a disturbing efl'ei i
on the format ion of his medical beliefs. In his terror
at the dangers threatening life and health man will
grasp al straws, and in his desperate eagerness for help
and comfort may form too hasty judgments and put mis¬
placed confidence in specious and fallacious ideas.

A similar influence is exerted by man's concern and
anxiety for the well-being of his loved ones, by humani¬
tarian impulsions and by tbe sexual instinct.

An insatiable thirst for knowledge is another domi¬
nan! (rail, in human nature. Just as a superabundance
of physical energy or ••animal spirits" leads to exuberant
physical activity, so does man's superabundance of men¬
tal energy lead In exuberant intellectual activity. The
human mind confidently aspires to mastery and com¬

prehension of the entire universe, and is reluctant to
admit thai anything is beyond its powers. Human
nature is not satisfied with merely miscellaneous infor¬
mation, but 'demands a complete scheine of universal
knowledge. It is impatient with gaps in knowledge, and

*
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insistent for completeness, certainty and finality. Our
patients, for instance, demand of us immediate and
definite diagnoses and prognoses. This eagerness for
knowledge and impatience with the unknown is a pow¬
erful incitement to premature generalization* and ill-
founded assumption, and is a potent cause of error and
fallacy.

Taken in conjunction with the intense concern of
man in his physical well-being, this demand For knowl¬
edge becomes preeminently potent in tbat particular
field, and we have a concurrence of influences which by
leading to premature and uncritical judgments has
always been a source of incalculable error and fallacy in
the medical beliefs of mankind. There is no-branch of
knowledge in which error is SO wide-spread and deep-
sealed, or looseness and superficiality of thought so preva¬
lent, m- theorizing, amateurism, faddism and mysticism
so general, as in the held of med ieine. The generality
of mankind arc powerfully controlled by these influences
in their medical and therapeutic ideas.

(in ihe intellectual side of the mind we can differ¬
entiate Iwn distinct: methods by which beliefs are
arrived al. which may he termed the speculative and the
scientific methods.

The speculative method, by deduction, introspection
and hypothesis, erects elaborate structures of belief or

philosophy on slight foundations of fact. In (his method
the processes are essentially subjective, deduetive and
a priorij the mind works from assumed cause to effect,
front subjective thought into the objective world. Great
thinkers in all ages have (bus formulated completeschemes covering whole departments of knowledge or
the entire universe, and have taken such pride in these
brilliant.creations of their own intellects, and have
regarded them as so complete and perfect, that obser¬
vation of Nature was regarded as superfluous and unnec¬

essary.
The scientific method works in the opposite direction

from the speculative, li is objective, empiric, inductive,
a posteriori in character. Il begins with a study of.
external phenomena, and from them as a basis works
oui general laws. liigidlv suppressing preconceived
initions and bias, this method by painstaking observation
and investigation collects an adequate mass of objective
data as a prerequisite to generalization.

Of these two methods, the speculative is Ear more
attractive, and bas a much stronger hold on human
nature ihau the scientific method; it is the primitive
and natural method of the tint rained mind ; il the more

easily satisfies the innate fchirs! Eor knowledge, uncrit¬
ical ihoonzers can easily bring themselves to believe
whai they wish lo believe ; scientists can believe only
what the evidence permits or forces them to believe.
The scientific method is tedious and laborious, and leaves
many gaps in know ledge : it does not come naturally,
but is a product of training, discipline and culture.

The history of medicine is a convincing demonstra
lion of the utter inability of spéculai ¡ve niel hods, and
of the brilliant competency of scientific investigation,
to produce effective knowledge. For thousands of years.
during the ancient and middle ages, medicine was com¬
pletely under the influence of speculative methods of
thought' and the sterility, stagnation and inellieieiiev
of medicine during Ihat long period is a convincing proof
of the utter futility of those methods. On the con¬
trary, within the brief span of the past hundred years,
Solely by (lie employment of the scientific-method, med¬
icine has undergone a wonderful transformation and
made stupendous advances

While the medical profession has been emancipated
from false methods of thought, the medical conceptions
of the great mass of mankind are still dominated hjthe speculative spirit, futile as it is. It is this spin«
thai actuales medical sectarianism, and its attractive¬
ness to human nature explains the strong hold which
médical sects and systems have on the public. The sole
distinctive characteristic of regular medicine, which
alone gives it an unimpeachable status above and entirety
differen! from thai of the medical sects, is its rigorous
employment of the scientific method.

I'SVCIIOTltKliAI'KfTIO liKSl'l.TS
Abundant evidence indicates (hat in some measure the

médical sectarians obtain successful therapeutic results.
This we may as well admit, and without reluctance; we
need have no fear of the truth. A multitude of wit¬
nesses whose intelligence and sincerity cannot be uB-

peached have given appreciative testimony of reliel
obtained from the application of the various medical
systems. If we thoughtlessly or ineaiil iousl y deny the
possibility of benefit being derivable from sectarian prac¬
tice., we stultify ourselves and weaken our own cred¬
ibility, since persons perfectly c.potent to judge oi
their own relief from symptoms will, if that reliel IS

disputed, regard other opinions of the objector as equallj
mil rust worthy.Each sect attributes Ihe cures wrought hv if to the
operation of its own particular principle. As each seel
claims to be of exclusive and universal verity, il an)
one of them be true the theories of all the others are
false. The presumption therefore is that they are all
fake; and that we mus! seek the cause of the cures
effected by such a variety of methods not in the virtue**
of any one of them hut in some other principle brought
into action by all of them in common.

This therapeutic agency common to all curative sys¬
tems is manifestly the healing power of the mind—the
vis ntediriilri.r mentis—psychotherapy. All forms < '
medical treatment.of sentient patients necessarily bring
this principle into operation; and in ¡Is action we have
a simple and powerful agency which in Ihe main, aloDg
with hygienic treatment, explains whatever therapeutic
efficacy ¡lie medical sects and all other forms of irrcgula''
treat nient possess.

Psychotherapy is of course likewise largely respons¬
ible for results achieved in regular medical practice:
and the Christian »Scientists and other sectarians at

present are giving the medical profession a useful
demonstration of its potency. Much thai we have
credited to the action of our drugs has in reality been due
to psychotherapy;. The rational physician should feel no
hesitation or humiliation in recognizing the large part
mental factors play in his work; he should feel called on
to study exactly the applicability and methods of psycho¬
therapy, and instead of employing il blindly and unwil¬
lingly, utilize il knowingly, purposely and systematic¬
ally. Nor should we hesitate to acknowledge whatever
deb! we may owe to the sectarians for bringing to us ;1

realization of the potency of psychotherapy, since wind
we seek is the truth, regardless of its source, even if  -*

gaining ¡I we have to acknowledge and reject previous
error. \It is obvious that the accomplishment of cures in itseu
alone is no proof of the truth of any theory of healing;
The most ignorant persons and the most indiffère11'
methods may he efficient vehicles of psychotherapy. 'I '"'
psychic efficiency of a system may indeed be quite p1'0'
portionate to its falsity, since ignorance may engender
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a" enthusiasm and fervor which tbe materialistic and
skeptical physician is unable to evoke. »Some persons
are natural healers, endowed with innate ability to
jnspire fervid psychotherapeutic faith. Many such are
111 the ranks of the regular medical profession, and may
nave a vogue and popularity disproportionate to their
scientific attainments. Others arise from the laity,achieve an enormous influence and following, found
schools with multitudes of adherents, and in spite of
the error and barm in their systems bring much relief
and comfort to humanity.If psychotherapy comprised the entire healing art, it
"'»nid not much matter if (he systems conveying it were
based on erroneous theories; the main object havingbeen achieved, sufferers gaining relief would not be dis¬
posed to analyze or criticize the source of their relief.
Psychotherapy is not. however, of universal applicability,but has its limitations. In the employment of (his or
any odicr single agency in that class of cases in which
11 ¡s not applicable, to the neglect of the methods that
Would be effective, lie great possibilities of harm and
the fatal objection to dogmatic medical systems. The
conditions amenable to psychotherapy cause much men¬
tal and physical discomfor! and unhappiness, but little
mortality directly, while the conditions not adapted to
Mental treatment include the graver disorders that
hienace life, and therefore call for the most expert treat¬
ment possible.

GENERAL CHABAOTEHISTTOS OF MEDICAL SECTS
From a comprehensive consideration of existing and

extine! medical sects and systems we can form a general
judgment of their common characteristics.

All of them alike arc the products of theorizing and
Speculative methods of thought, and have therefore
appealed strongly to human nature. Usually on a slight
foundation of fact, sometimes of pure fancy, is erected
an elaborate system covering the entire field of medicine.
•'* principle more or less true in a limited field is taken
to be of universal applicability, with disregard and
 "ejection of other principles also included in the aggre¬
gate of trulh. The attempt is made to reduce all medi¬
cal principles and methods to one or a few general propo¬
sions, to force all facts into accordance with a narrow
Preconceived dogma. All ihe systems have accomplished
s,|tiu* beneficial results, chiefly through psychotherapy,
Partly from hygienic treatment and the operation of
the vis medicatrix naturae, a few to a certain extent
directly from the virtue of their particular therapeutictechnic. All of them have caused harm by neglect of
really effective methods of treatment in those cases in
'vhich their special methods were not applicable, and
Some by the positive viciousness of their methods.

'flic general tone of the sectarian literature and
though! is one of shallowness and superficiality, general- ties and mysticism. The fervid and wide-spread accept¬ance of sectarian systems evidences an amazing lack of
the critical faculty in medical matters among great nuin-
lers of people otherwise intelligent. No doctrines are

t°o ridiculous, no practices too pernicious, to be greedilyaccepted by the undiscriminating public. In scientific
'"edieinc it requires wealthy endowments and patient aliorious work of many trained investigators to delve
°ut one by one little fragments of truth; and yet the
la-ty without hesitation accepts systems covering the
'."'''e Held of medicine founded by the most ignorant,''literate and unqualified persons.

Abundan! experience has shown Ihat the speculative
fiiethods which chaiacterize medical sects are incapable

of yielding effective knowledge. Medicine cannot be
reduced to a few general principles; there is no single
method of treatment of universal applicability. Every
disease is a problem by itself, which must be worked
out in all its aspects independently of other diseases.
There is no royal road to medical knowledge or practice.
Of the great variety of therapeutic measures available,
the most effective combination for each particular morbid
condition must be determined by exhaustive scientific
research and rigorously analyzed clinical experience.
The exclusive application of any one method of treat¬
ment indiscriminately in all cases of disease causes vast
harm through Ihe non-use of methods that might be
effective. The deliberate and ignorant waste of oppor¬
tunities for saving and relieving distressed humanity
involved is just ground for the utter condemnation of
medical sectarianism, and must cause inexpressible grief
and sorrow in the hearts of all humane persons.

Mercenary motives also play a large part in inducing
practitioners to adopt sectarian affiliations. The popu¬
larity of sectarian designations in some communities is
a commercial asset. The less prolonged and less exacting
courses of education required in most sectarian schools
also lead many would-be practitioners to take tbat easier
and cheaper road to practice.

All the medical systems of the past have had but a
transient existence. Widely accepted for a time, they
have invariably declined and died out, to be replaced by
others. There is no reason to expect that any existing
or future sects will have any different life-history. At
present, in sects that have had a flourishing existence we
can perceive evidences of decline and approaching disso¬
lution, while new sects are springing into existence and
developing with great vigor.

Being deeply rooted in human nature, the spirit of
médical sectarianism and quackery is not a local phe¬
nomenon, nor (as often asserted) is it peculiar to the
United States. Quackery is rampant in olher countries,1
such as England and Germany; and while sectarianism
as such is less prevalent there, homeopathy and Christian
.Science arc still represented. In France the practice
laws are to a certain exfenf disregarded. In Germany
over a third of the medical practice is in the hands of
irregulars; and a eu re-freedom spirit exists there like
our own self-styled medical freedom league.

EXISTING MEDICAL SECTS
Only a brief individual consideration of existing med¬

ical sects will be undertaken.
I'bvsioineiliealism. a sect with a small following in a

few states, is a survival of the Thomsonian and botanic
medical systems, which were founded by a New Hamp¬
shire farmer about a hundred years ago and for a few
decades had considerable following, riiysiomediealisin
is moribund, its last, college having become extinct in
1911.

The eclectic medical system, which now has six col¬
leges and some following in certain parts of the country,
was originated about IK.'K), chiefly by a group of Thom¬
sonian and botanic practitioners who set out to reform
medical practice. The claim that the great revolution
in regular medicine effected in the nineteenth century
was due in any material degree to the efforts of the
eclectics or other sects thai arose about; that time cannot
be substantiated, as the history of the great movements
in medical science then (¡iking place in Europe does
not reveal any influence exerted by a few obscure Ameri-

1. See Abraham Flexner's Report on Medical Education in
Europe, 1912.
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can schismatics. Many of the principles professed by
the eclectics are quite adlnirahle ; bul lliev have nothing
to offer in the way of resources, methods or principlesthat regular medicine does no! possess; and the con¬
tinued existence of the eclectic .-eel seems simply the
perpetual inn of a name and organization after the
reasons thai, may have originally called it into being
have ceased m operate. Its schools arc rapidly diminish¬
ing in number. Several of them have recently dropped
their sectarian character and become regular; and many
eclectic graduates have joined the regular ranks.

Homeopathy, lirsl promulgated by Œahinemann in
L810; before the great renaissance of scientific medicine
look place, is a survival of (be medical thought of the
middle*ages. Sonic of Ibe doctrines advanced by llaline-
mann. such as his denial of the healing power of Nature,
his teaching (bat chronic diseases are due to the itch,
his belief (liai shaking drugs increases their power to a

dangerous extent, his method of administering infini-
le-imal doses by smelling sugar pellets, were too fan¬
tastic even for bis followers to accept. Two cardinal
doctrines, however, continue to form the distinctive
features of the homeopathic svstem, the use of similars
and the infinitesimal potentized dosage. A careful
examinai inn of Ibe original literature constrains me to
i he judgment that the evidence on which the doctrine
of similars was based is utterly unconvincing. The
infinitesimal dosage, the centesimal dilutions, the idea
that diluting ami shaking medicines develop a mysterious
potency—all these are stupendous nonsense. A simple
calculation shows, for instance, tbat a single drop of
medicine stirred up in the Atlantic Ocean would yield
a strength about, equal to only Ihe twelfth centesimal
dilution: and yet ihe standard homeopathic dose was
ihe thirtieth dilution, while dilutions running into tin1
liiiiidredtlis. thousandths and even millionlbs have bien
largely used. Of all the medical systems of present or

past times, there is none which in my opinion has a

scantier basis of I'ael or reason, a poorer excuse l'in¬
existence, or a more fantastic sei of principles and
methods, than homeopathy. Excep! among a minute
remnant, homeopathy as a system of practice at the
presen! lime is practically extinct, For the sake of
consistency homeopathists still profess nominal adher¬
ence (o homeopathic doctrine, or reduce Ihe extravagant
centesimal dilutions to ihe three lowest decimal dilu¬
tions, which, forming strengths ol' from 1 to 10 to
I to 1,000, brings many dings within (he range of
ell'eclive dosage. When, however, (hey desire real physi¬
ologic results they employ regular practice; lei- psycho-
therapeutic purposes homeopathic methods will answer
as well as any. Though the practice is abandoned. Ihe
name and organization have continued, through force of
habit or for pecuniary advantage. As individuals the
practitioners of homeopathy in general arc excellent and
likable men; bul the general attitude of the school, ill
professing In follow one system while really practicing
another, smacks of insincerity.

Osteopathy^ founded by Still in the seventies of the
las! century, is at presen! the growing ami flourishing
seel. II makes a universal application of a single
assumed etiologic factor (obstruction of nervous and
vascular channels by bony and other displacements) and
a single therapeutic method (manipulation); It is of
real merit in offering a method—massage—which is per¬
haps too much neglected by Ihe régulai* profession, and
urn adequately available from regular practitioners. It
doubt less effects much good directly from the applica¬tion of this technic, and much through psychotherapy»;

bul ¡I also causes barm through tbe non-use of effei •

measures in eases in which those two therapeutic agencieshave no utility.
Chiropractic, recently introduced by Palmer, who dis¬

claims having studied medicine, is in the incipient stage-
but shows evidence of carrying a strong appeal to- the
uncritical. It is similar to osteopathy, its theory being'
(bal all diseases arc caused by pressure of vertebrae on
Ihe spinal nerves.

Christian Science is ai present a conspicuous objeelof Ihe wrath of ihe medical profession», and yet lo "A
niinil i( presents features that are interesting an<l
instructive. The basic doctrine of Christian Science,
the negation' of matter, bas a strong metaphysicalfoundation. Reduced lo the last analysis, the only enti¬
ties in the universe whose existence is absolutely certain
and unquestionable arc menial ideas; how to prove thM
objects in the external material universe actually d°
exist as in the mind they seem to exist is a propositionthat the keenest philosophers have attempted to solve
in vain. Nevertheless the universal feeling of mankind
is that matter exists substantially as it seems to exist;
all men invariably act accordingly, and I'm- all practical
purposes Ibe existence of matter must be postulated ¡^
I he basis of all action and all thought. The cult ot
Christian Science is an interesting attempt to conduct
life according to the idealistic philosophy. Whatever its
inconsistencies and errors, in many respects the Chris¬
tian Science philosophy of life is a helpful one. It is :l

philosophy of optimism—a philosophy tbat seeks to
minimize or ignore the discomforts, the troubles and
the evils that beset us. It is not strange that such a
cult should have attained a great; vogue.

in its medical application Christian Science and its
allied cults afford a pure example of the operation ojpsychotherapy. To a certain extent its basic dogma ¡s
truc; a multitude of morbid conditions are due to
menial error, or, as we express it, arc psychogenetic,lus| Ibis large class of eases is specifically adapted and
amenable to psychic treatment, and Christian Science
often affords that treatmenl in an effective form. I'11'
there are limitations to Ihe proper application of the
Christian-Science method; and the sad havoc wrought
by its altempl io (real all kinds of morbid condition8
indiscriminately, io the neglect of (he appropriate meas¬
ures, brings on the cult merited reprobation and con¬
demnation.

REGUXAB MEDICINE
The general public lo a large degree regards regula1'

medicine merely as one of several schools competing for
business, and puts it on exactly ihe same plane as its
rivals, mil conceding to it any title to special considera¬
tion or recognition.

To the many who look on the practice of medicine
solely as a means of making money, one method of
extracting dollars from the public must seem as legiti¬
mate as any oilier. Il is often charged that the opposi¬tion of the medical profession to scelariauism arises
from mercenary mol ¡ves—resentment at loss of pal ron-
age and eliorl lo monopolize business. It is doubtful-
however, if the profession feels financial deprivationfrom sectarian practice to anywhere near the extent
imagined by our opponents. .Much of the practice that
goes in the sectarians is of a psychic character, irksome
and uninteresting to the average practitioner, which lie
is glad to be rid of. There are, indeed, business con¬
siderations in the practice of medicine that are per¬
fectly legitimate and proper; anil there aie ¡ndiv iduajpractitioner- who arc excessively actuated by sold'1-
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motives. Yet to the true physician there is much more
]n the practice of medicine than the mere making of
money, and the general spirit of the medical profession«nd its attitude toward sectarianism are determined far
more by intellectual and humanitarian considerations
than by mercenary influences. Certainly men who
regularly render a large part of their services grain
itously and are constantly striving to eradicate their
Pwn means of livelihood cannot be convicted of being
 ''together mercenary.

Another ground for misunderstanding arises from the
ise of the term "medicine" in different senses. Manyunderstand the practice of medicine to mean the use of
drugs or medicines solely, to the exclusion of other
measures of treatment ; such persons lake the expression
'medical treatment"' to be synonymous with •'medicinal
treatment." Certain seels style themselves "non-medi¬
cal" or "antimedical," meaning " non-medicinal" or
antimedicinal." We use the term '•medicine" in a much

larger sense, under the common ligure of speech wherebythe name of a par! is used to desiguale the whole. To
lls the practice of medicine means the practice of the
healing art, by any and every method or combination
Pi methods—medicinal, hygienic, physiologic, biologic,
physical, mechanical, surgical, psychic, prophylactic—
¡nos! effective for each particular condition. There has
Peen much irrational and wholesale condemnation of
' rug therapy. While the use of drugs to a considerable
extent may be of indiffereni utility, yet the efficiency of
touch drug treatment is beyond contradiction. Scien¬
tific medicine is by no means, however, limited to the
use of drugs, bnl employs any and every agency that mayhe of use. The whole field of therapeutic technic is
"l'en to us; any physician is free to follow any method
"I practice thai he may wish. >,'o seel has the exclusive
.lopoly of any diagnostic or therapeutic lechnic; no
sec*t has any resource or agency thai is not equally at
the command of the regular profession. If we employthose methods with skill and judgment, the sects are
'el'I without any reason for existence, ruder these cir¬
cumstances, our opponents endeavor to restrict the deli-
Pition of the practice of medicine to the use of drugs,
and thereby they gain an excuse for existence; they thus
emasculate and render ineffective our medical-prae! ice
'aws. Legislative or judicial definitions, however, cannot
deprive us of any of our resources or limit the univer¬
sality of our therapeutic methods.

The one and only factor which gives medicine a

standing entirely apart from all medical sects is its
seieiitilie character. Of the great body of science at
present medicine is an integral component, and has
precisely the same standing as any other depart ment of
science, as chemistry, geology or astronomy. In the
national scientific associations and learned bodies niedi-
C1ne has the same affiliations as olher sciences. The
medical sects have no scientific character or standing,
"o connections with scientific bodies.

/Hiere arc no sects in science, no schools of truth.
While facts of Nature are being studied out and until
''"al certainty is attained, there may he legitimate and
amicable differences of opinion in the scientific fold;

1111 in ultimate truth I here is an essential unity, and no
'"nliadiclions are possible. The existence of conflicting
Sects and schools, for instance, of chemistry or astronomy
°r any objective science, is unthinkable; it is equally
incongruous in medicine. The unenlightened public is
ur|ab]e to appreciate the solidarity of truth or to per¬
vive the incongruity of conflicting divisions in medi-
•' "o or oilier science's.

Nol being founded on any general theory, scientific
medicine objects to being designated by any appellation
implying adherence to any dogma. The most objec¬
tionable of such designations is the term '•allopathy,"
invented by 1 lalinemann. It is unjust to attempt to
force on us a name to which we object, which does not
correctly apply to us, and which simply marks our
divergence from a false and decadent system. Every
self-respecting physician mus! resent and repudiate the
title. The term ••regular" is also awkward and unsatis¬
factory; it is used only to avoid misunderstanding, and
must not be taken to imply recognition of the propriety
of any distinctions in the medical body. Even the qual¬
ifying designation "scientific" should be superfluous, as
it is inconceivable that any competent physician or
any effective medical practice could be anything but
scientific. The simple term "physician" should be suffi¬
cient to comprehend all rational and intelligent practice
of the healing art.

It may be frankly admitted that there are many short¬
comings and imperfections in regular medicine. The
ranks of the profession contain incompetent and
unworthy individuals who at heart are quacks, sectarians
and fakers. Low standards of médical education in (lie
past have enabled many inadequately trained persons lo
obtain the legal right to practice medicine. The most
competent practitioners make mistakes. There arc limi¬
tations to our therapeutic resources, and many condi¬
tions in which we are unable to render help, in which,
of course, our efficiency is no greater than that of the
sectarians. All such objections annum! to this: that,
like other men, we are not perfect and infallible, and
our science has nol yet attained its complete develop¬
ment. With corree! methods and proper motives,
scient ¡lie medicine ahme is in a position to attain the
maximum possible of truth and efficiency and (be mini¬
mum of error and harml'ulness.

In its attitude toward sectarianism the medical pro¬
fession is charged with narrowness and intolerance, and
wilh the intent to abridge the medical liberties of the
people. The assurance of medicine rests on the feeling
ihal ils seien I i lie foundation is unimpeachable. The
scientific method imposes exacting criteria for the
acceptance of doctrine; but truths once so established
rest on a sure and abiding basis, anil we can feel abso¬
lute confidence in the validity and permanency of as

much of our medical theory and practice as has a

thorough scientific foundation. The bacterial causation
of infectious diseases, for instance, is now just as firmly
established as the law of gravitation or the atomic theory,
and it would be a waste of lime to give any considera¬
tion to eccentric persons who may question it. The
medical profession has well-grounded confidence in its
methods, is constantly striving for more truth and
greater efficiency, and has an abhorrence of error and
inefficiency. If this attitude be narrow and tyrannical,
so must it be.

REMEDIES

Having discussed the etiology and pathology of med¬
ical sectarianism, it remains to consider ils therapeusis.
What action is to be taken in the matter?

Education.—If the general public could be imbued
with a critical seien!¡lit: spirit, scientific medicine would
secure just recognition, education of the public and
general cultivation of thai spirit would eradicate med¬
ical sectarianism. The prospect of cll'ecting Ibis is
remote, Since the beginning of history there has been
little advance in the character of popular medical
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thought. The belief in (-harms and superstitions has
lessened, and Ihr** belief in witchcraft died out—though
even thai has been revived by the Christian Scientists.
Bu! the improvement has been slight and slow, and the
credulity and gullibility of the people in medical mat¬
ters is in mil the same now as il has always been. The
radical transformation of tin: popular mind requisite
to lite atlainiiieni of a truly logical and critical attitude
seems hopeless, though the spirit of the renaissance may
ye! become general.

Argument.—Argumentative attempts to refute the
claims and criticisms of our opponents are usually
futile. At committee hearings on legislative propositions
in which the profession participates, little impression is
made. Often each'side misses Ihe exact point of view
of the other, ami (he discussion is at cross-purposes.
Must faddists are not amenable to reason, as is illus¬
trated in the current controversies on vaccination and
vivisection. It is impossible to reason with irrational
persons, with persons inflamed by hysteria and totally
regardless of evidence and logical principles. Stu-h pen-
sons have cunning 1 ricks for confounding straightfor¬
ward opposition; they may make an impression by
unbridled exaggeration or dogmatic reiteration of
unproved assert ions ; but they lack the logical faculty
and are incapable of reason. I'nilcr such circumstances
argument and explan'al ion arc a waste of time, energy
and dignity.

Suppression.— In view of the possibilities of harm
there are many who would favor the prohibition of sec¬
tarian practice. The difficulty with this rests in the
curtailment of individual liberty; even the fool, within
limits, has a. right lo his folly. Coercion is not a worthy
or successful way to establish one's ideas. Only through
overwhelming publie sentiment, which does not now
exist, would prohibitive measures be permissible or

successful.
Stale licensing ul' physicians (o practice after sonn¬

test of their qualifications has proved a failure in check¬
ing irregular practice. Motives noi altogether disinter¬
ested have probably to some exieiii promoted the enact¬
ment of this legislation, such as the desire of sects to
obtain the prestige of legal récognition, the limitât ion of
competition, and the craze for legislation now prevalent.
Under the medieal-practice laws worthy practitioners
are put to niiieli I rouble on removing into a new juris¬
diction; but fakers, quacks and irregulars thrive
unchecked and new medical cults arise and flourish
without the slightest hindrance.' It is easy enough to
license physicians, but in the present state of public
opinion it is impossible to suppress practice by
unlicensed individuals. Our opponents arc sufficiently
shrewd and influential to see to it thai the legislative
definitions of the practice of medicine are too elastic to
hold in court. Tbe only great benefit that has been
obtained from our practice acts has been that, indirectly,
they have been influential in raising the standards of
medical education.

The status of scientific medicine is lowered, and thai
of the medical seels raised, by their association under
the law on a common plane. The profession cannot
with dignity and honor willingly assent to such an asso¬
ciai ion, but may submit to it only under protest. Any
compromise with or partial récognition of established
forms of error impairs our posit ion and weakens or
nullifies the force of our objections to other forms of
irregular practice.

Even a proportionate numerical representation on
the licensing boards is denied U8-j the seels combined

can control (be boards, (hough all their practitioners
together number far less than ours. For example, tue
une solitary eclectic practitioner in the District ()

Columbia has an equal representation on the local board
with six or seven hundred regular physicians.

If we must have practice laws, we can consistently
assenl only to such as ignore or do not specifically
recognize any divisions in the medical body.

Absorption.— Whenever reasonably well-educated and
qualified sectarian practitioners desire to unite with tbe
regular profession I believe that the sentiment of the
profession would be or should be to welcome them to full
association, regardless- of previous affiliations, provided
that distinctive sectarian designations and connections
be discarded.

Self-Culture.— II must be admitted that under present
conditions ihe prospect of any material éliminai inn Oi
medical sectarianism is remote. But if an obdurate and
perverse world will permit little to be effected through
general education and legislation, there is one field COT
improvement freely open to our efforts—ourselves. When
viewing the mole in others' eyes it is always well to look
to the possibility of a beam in our own : and if is worth
considering if in our efforts to improve the world it 1S
not best to begin with ourselves.

The extent of popular adherence to medical sectarian¬
ism might be taken as an indication that the medical
profession has to just (hat exten! failed in satisfying'
the wants of ailing humanity. Possibly the existence of
the sects is partly due to our own deficiencies. If v."

would do away with medical sects we must be prepared
to give what the people now receive from those cults-
If we would abolish osteopathy, for instance, we muSl
provide Ibe therapeutic technic which that system offers.
[f we would supersede the Christian »Scientists we mus»
practice psycho! herapv as efficiently as (hey. The ancient
association uf medicine with the priesthood had a pro¬
found significance, and medicine must still cultivate the
priestly element. Ibe element thai reaches the heart ot
humanity, if il would attain its fullest influence and use¬
fulness. Persuasion, not coercion, is the true w«» *"
gain the approval of the public; it will be on our own
merits thai we are sure ultimately to be judged, and who
can say Ihat the final verdict of the people will not
be just?

The general interests and resources of the profession
arc more complete on the physical and material side
tiran on the psychic side, and to a large extent we are
deficient in the application of psychotherapy* We lac»
sympathy wilh and interest in our numerous patientswith psyehogcnelie disordera; we arc impatient with
their multitudinous complaints; we have no effective
ircatment lo offer them: we arc glad to be rid of them-
We cannot blame them if they turn to sectarian practice»These sufferers are just as miserable as if they had
organic disease, and if relief is possible they are equallyentitled lo it. If they derive benefit from the sectarians
after looking to us in vain, we have failed in what
should be an appropriate field for our activities. If we
cultivated that field properly, if we utilized psycho¬
therapy rationally ami adequately, or ii we developed
experts and specialists to attend fco thai class of practice,
we would, by retaining its clientele, go far toward
abolishing medical sectarianism.

The first: duty of the physician is the care of hi-
patients; and to qualify himself for that care by keep"
ing up with the advances of medical science. Other
activities, such as philanthropic efforts, social reform,
even some hygienic propaganda, arc secondary, and
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should nol be permitted to inlerfcre with the primary
functions nf the profession. Nor should we narcotize
ourselves into stagnation by the pharisaic attitude which
111 our self-complacency we are prone to assume, that
°urs is the noblest and most beneficent of all callings,
and ourselves Ihe holiest and best of men. Iluinani-
tarianisiu is a noble sentiment, but to be effective it
must be grounded on intelligence and knowledge; too
much of the philanthropy of to-day, being animated by
sentimentality, vanity or well-intentioned ignorance, is
barren of results.

Hippocrates said, "He who loves his art loves man."
We can best serve mankind by cultivating ourselves ami
perfecting our science, from every point of view our
efficiency and success can come only from knowledge and
wisdom, and the key to the whole is the seien!¡lie method.
1'bis does not mean Ihat we are all called on to engage
m scientific research, although those who have tbe oppor¬
tunity can do no greater service to medicine and
humanity than by contributing new data and ideas
through intelligent investigation and observation. To
few is it given lo make epochal discoveries; tlie daily
work of ihe great mass of us consists in carrying out
tbe ideas of a few great minds. All of us, however,
will attain the greatest efficiency by preserving the scien¬
tific altitude, and carrying out every detail of profes¬
sional work on scientific principles. A receptive attitude.
though tempered with healthy skepticism, should be
maintained toward all advances in medical science. Some
there are wdio, from intellectual inertia or mental
Sclerosis, manifest a certain hostility to innovations.
•This is not the spirit of progress; the therapeutic or

diagnostic novelty of one year becomes the commonplace
routine of the next.

If, then, we cherish the scientific spirit, if we labor
to develo]) ourselves and advance our art, if we endeavor
to meet in full measure the psychic as well as the
physical needs of mankind, we shall find ample field for
mir activities and shall be following the only sure road
to efficiency. On this alone depends our professional
supremacy, and in this way can we best merit the
approval of the public and regain that support which
ls now given to the sectarians. Confident of the validity
°f our principles and the sincerity of our motives, we

can thus, oblivious to the distrust of tin- uncritical, the
Clamor of the hysterical and the malice of our del raclors,
with patience and serenity labor for the advancement
and the glory of our profession.

1321 Rhode Island Avenue, N.-W.

A RECURRENT NEUROBLASTOMA OF THE
SCAPULAR REGION

DOUGLAS SYMMERS, M.D.
Associate Professor of Pathology in the University and Believue

Hospital Medical College
NEW YORK

Attention recently has been directed by J. H. Wright1
to the existence of a malignant tumor the unit of which
is to be regarded as an undifferentiated nerve-cell, hence
the neoplasmic designation "neuroblastoma," or, less
happily, "neurocytoma." Thecells of the tumor are

associated, as a rule, with delicate fibrils which do not
correspond in their staining reactions with neuroglia,
collagen or fibroglia, and are provided with rather small,

richly chromatic nuclei and scarcely perceptible cyto-
plasm. The fibrils are arranged in parallel bundles in
intimate association with clumps of cells and, in places,
the cells are so disposed as to surround tangled masses
of fibrils; hence, in equatorial section they give the
appearance of rosettes. In the absence of rosettes the
tumor might easily be mistaken for a small round-cell
sarcoma, under which designation, indeed, most of the
cases in the literature have been recorded. The tardy
recognition of the growth as an independent tumor
would seem to depend on the fact that in certain of
the recorded cases the rosettes, though present, were not
properly interpreted or the fibrils were absent or over¬
looked. On the other hand, certain observers, in
attempting to interpre! the several histologie feature-,
have erred in grouping the tumor with the gliomas.
Nevertheless, the fact remains that the neuroblastoma
presents features that are characteristic and, once
observed, could nol readily be mistaken for those of anv

oilier known 1 tiinor.
That ihe growth is not an infrequent one is indicated

by the fuel that Wright saw live instances in a year and,
since the publication of bis paper in the hitler half of
1910, he tells me, in a personal communication, that be
has observed still another ease. Undoubtedly several
typical cases have been described in tbe literature under
false conceptions and misleading titles. On the other
hand, I have not been able to lind any record of the
growth having been recognized during the pas! seven

years in the pathological laboratories at the New York
Hospital, except in the case about lo be described, and
several palhologists to whom I showed microscopic sec¬
tions of the tumor were unable to identify it.

Thus far the majority of neuroblasloiuas have sprung
from the adrenal capsule in which, in Ibe medulla and
deep layers of the cortex, undill'crentiatcd nerve-cells arc
not infrequently present and arc often mistaken for
lymphóid cells. Bu1 (hat the recognition of primary
neiirnblusloinas in almost any situation in the body may
be safely predicted is signified by the fail Ihat undill'cr-
entiated nerve-cells migrate from the embryonal nervous

system to form the nerves and ganglia wherever
encountered; so that i! is not surprising In find that,
already, He primary growth has been detected al the
root of the lung ami in the cerebellum. It: will be seen

that the (iimor 1 describe here may hav.-iginatcd from
aberrant neuroblasts in the soft tissues beneath the
shoulder-blade, although its derivation from the adrenal
capsule cannot be disc la i med.

The most familiar li.* of adrenal origin, of course,
is the co-called hypernephroma, but when it is recalled
that Ihe adrenal represents, deyelopmehtally, two sets
of organs which, in higher forms, are fused, it is not
astonishing that palhologists have distinguished a group
df tumors of medullary origin and therefore genetically
separable from the hypernephromas, or that the two
sets of growths should be attended by difl'ercnl clinical
manifestations. Thus the adrenal hypernephroma,
which is of cortical origin, is often attended, in the
young at least, by excessive bodily growth- and preco¬
cious development of the genital organs and accessory
genital glands. These facts harmonize with the now

generally accepted view thai ihe adrenal cortex is of
companion origin with the testicle and ovary, and tend
(o explain the remark-able hypertrophy of the adrenal
I hat has been described by Marchand1' and by Crecchio'

1. Wright, J. H. : Jour. Exper. Med., July, 1910.

2. Bulloch and Sequeira : Tr. Path. Soc., London, 1905, lvi,
Part 2.

3. Marchand : Festschr. f. Rudolph Virchow, 1891, i, 537, 578.
4. Crecchio : Wien. med. Presse, 1866, No 30 p. 763
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